✴ Characterization of the Probabilistic Volumetric Models (PVM) as a new representation for 3-d scene understanding. ✴ The first evaluation of the performance of several local shape descriptors extracted from the PVM in terms of accuracy for object classification. ✴ Histogram-based descriptors are of particular interest as they are the most popular and most successful for many image indexing applications. ✴ The performance of many 3-d shape descriptors has been studied in point cloud data, but it is unclear that their descriptiveness and robustness to noise successfully extends to the diffuse surface probability distributions of the PVM. 
Input: PVM
propose a simplified version called Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH) that reduces the computational complexity of the algorithm to O(n · k), while still retaining most of the discriminative power of the PFH.
A. Theoretical aspects
To simplify the histogram feature computation, we proceed as follows: i) in a first step, for each query point p we compute only the relationships (see Equation 1) between itself and its neighbors -we will call this the Simplified Point Feature Histogram (SPFH); ii) then in a second step, for each point we re-determine its k neighbors and use the neighboring SPFH values to weight the final histogram of p (called FPFH):
where the weight ! k represents the distance between query point p and a neighbor point p k in a given metric space. Each query point (red) is connected only to its direct k-neighbors (enclosed by the gray circle). Each direct neighbor is connected to its own neighbors and the resulted histograms are weighted together with the histogram of the query point to form the FPFH. The connections marked with 2 will contribute to the FPFH twice.
A influence region diagram illustrating the FPFH computation is presented in Figure 5 . For a given query point p q , we first estimate its SPFH values by creating pairs between itself and its neighbors. We repeat this for all the points in the dataset, and then we re-weight the SPFH values of p k using the SPFH values of its neighbors, thus creating the FPFH for p q . As the diagram shows, some of the value pairs will be counted twice (marked with 2 in the figure). The differences between PFH and FPFH are: i) the FPFH does not fully interconnect all neighbors of p q as it can be seen from Figures 1 and 5, and is thus missing some value pairs which might contribute to capture the geometry around p q ; ii) the PFH models a precisely determined surface around p q , while the FPFH includes additional point pairs outside the r radius sphere (though at most 2r away); and finally iii) because of the re-weighting scheme, the FPFH combines SPFH values and re-captures some of the point neighboring value pairs.
A further PFH optimization can be pursued if we tackle the correlation problem in the feature histogram space. So far, the resulting number of histogram bins was given by
where q is the number of quantums (i.e. subdivision intervals in a feature's value range) and d the number of features selected (in our case: 5 3 = 125 bins). This can be described as a subdivided 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5 cube in 3 dimensions, where one subdivision cell corresponds to a point having certain values for its 3 features, hence leading to a fully correlated feature space. Because of this however, our resulting histogram will contain a lot of zero values (see Figure 3) , and can thus contribute to a certain degree of information redundancy in the histogram space, as some of the subdivision cells of the cube will never contain any values. A simplification of the above is to decorrelate the values, that is to simply create d separate feature histograms, one for each feature dimension, and concatenate them together.
B. Persistence analysis
Using the formulation presented in Section II-B, a set of persistent features in the FPFH space can be determined. Figure 6 presents the individually selected points for 3 different radii (from left to right) and the overall persistent points (right) for the bunny00 dataset. A direct comparison to the results presented in Figure 2 clarifies that most of the discriminative power of the PFH has been retained, but indubitably some fine details are lost, especially in the areas of the bunny face and the front leg. This arises the question whether the FPFH uncorrelated space will still retain the necessary information for finding good correspondences for registration, as the PFH does [2]. Figure 7 presents the FPFH signatures for points lying on the above mentioned geometric surfaces. Because the feature values are no longer correlated and the FPFH space does not capture precisely all the information included in the PFH, the resulted histograms are no longer as informative. However, the assembled confusion matrix using the formulation in Equation 3 shows that the FPFH signatures are still discriminative with regards to the underlying surface they characterize.
D. Online implementation
In most applications, the acquisition of 3D point cloud data is performed through the movement of a sensor (e.g. laser) beam using actuation elements. For situations when single sweep scans are possible, e.g. actuating a 2D laser sensor with a pan-tilt unit or a robotic arm, the FPFH formulation allows online, incremental implementations. Algorithm 1 presents a summary of the stages for our online implementation of FPFH. The presented method processes Based on these considerations, we propose a 3D descriptor that encodes histograms of basic first-order differential entities (i.e. the normals of the points within the support), which are more representative of the local structure of the surface compared to plain 3D coordinates. The use of histograms brings in the filtering effect required to achieve robustness to noise. Having defined an unique and robust 3D local RF (see Sec. 3), it is possible to enhance the discriminative power of the descriptor by introducing geometric information concerning the location of the points within the support, thereby mimicking a signature. This is done by first computing a set of local histograms over the 3D volumes defined by a 3D grid superimposed on the support and then grouping together all local histograms to form the actual descriptor. Hence, our descriptor lays at the intersection between Histograms and Signatures: we dub it Signature of Histograms of OrienTations (SHOT).
For each of the local histograms, we accumulate point counts into bins according to a function of the angle, θ i , between the normal at each point within the corresponding part of the grid, n v i , and the normal at the feature point, n u . This function is cosθ i , the reason being twofold: it can be computed fast, since cosθ i = n u ·n v i ; an equally spaced binning on cosθ i is equivalent to a spatially varying binning on θ i , whereby a coarser binning is created for directions close to the reference normal direction and a finer one for orthogonal directions. In this way, small differences in orthogonal directions to the normal, i.e. presumably the most informative ones, cause a point to be accumulated in different bins leading to different histograms. Moreover, in presence of quasi-planar regions (i.e. not very descriptive ones) this choice limits histogram differences due to noise by concentrating counts in a fewer number of bins.
As for the structure of the signature, we use an isotropic spherical grid that encompasses partitions along the radial, azimuth and elevation axes, as sketched in Fig. 4 . Since each volume of the grid encodes a very descriptive entity represented by the local histogram, we can use a coarse partitioning of the spatial grid and hence a small cardinality of the descriptor. In particular, our experimentations indicate that 32 is a proper number of spatial bins, resulting from 8 azimuth divisions, 2 elevation divisions and 2 radial divisions (though, for clarity, only 4 azimuth divisions are shown in Fig. 4 ).
Since our descriptor is based upon local histograms, it is important to avoid boundary effects, as pointed out e.g. in [1] [17] . Furthermore, due to the spatial subdivision of the support, boundary effects might arise also in presence of perturbations of the local RF. Therefore, for each point being accumulated into a specific local histogram bin, we perform quadrilinear interpolation with its neighbors, i.e. the neighboring bins in the local histogram and the bins having the same index in the local histograms corresponding to the neighboring volumes of the grid. In particular, each count is multiplied by a weight of 1 − d for each dimension. As for the local histogram, d is the distance of the current entry from the central value of the bin. As for elevation and azimuth, d is the angular distance of the entry from the central value of the volume. Along the radial dimension, d is the Euclidean distance of the entry from the central value of the volume.
Evaluation Results

Sample Data
http://vision.lems.brown.edu/datasets/aerial-multiview Data: For this evaluation 17 probabilistic scenes were used a site for which a video was collected from a helicopter follo All aerial videos were collected near Providence, RI, USA. T urban and semi-urban sites, including residential neighborhoo apartment, hotel and hospital buildings, parking lots, univers among others. The helicopter flew at an average height of be all sites, therefore sampling rate is similar for all objects. A cm/pixel is obtained in the imagery and matched by having the 30 cm on a side in the 3-d models. All camera matrices were c [43, 44, 45] software. To carryout multi-class object learning the bounding boxes and corresponding class labels provided were labeled corresponding to: 32 planes, 83 cars, 106 reside 44 buildings (large city buildings) and 36 parking lot lanes. input frame and a representative object for the building, plane is publicly available, for more details see [28, 29] . Normal Estimation: Surface normals are computed using th sity -a, which is computed by convolving first order derivat with the volume. Three oriented kernels, i.e., G x , G y , G z , we terpolated into an estimate of -a. To estimate the directio the gradient information it is necessary to resolve the ambigu ward pointing normal vectors. Surface normals are oriented by determining the hemisphere that yields the maximum v vis_score(x) is computed as the sum of the visibilities of that from a unit sphere (dodecahedron vertices). Location Sampling: Cells lying on object surfaces should c clusion density a(x) and high visibility vis_score(x). Theref descriptors are computed for the top 10% of the cells that m measure: here again there is the problem of differentiating object features from non-object features. Another difficulty occurs because surface data often has missing components, i.e., occlusions. Occlusions will alter global properties of the surfaces and therefore, will complicate construction of object-centered coordinate systems. Consequently, if an object centered surface matching representation is to be used to recognize objects in real scenes, it must be robust to clutter and occlusion. Object representations should also enable efficient matching of surfaces from multiple models, so that recognition occurs in a timely fashion. Furthermore, the representation should be efficient in storage (i.e., compact), so that many models can be stored in the model library. Without efficiency, a recognition system will not be able to recognize the multitude of objects in the real world.
A Representation for Surface Matching
In our representation, surface shape is described by a dense collection of 3D points and surface normals. In addition, associated with each surface point is a descriptive image that encodes global properties of the surface using an object-centered coordinate system. By matching images, correspondences between surface points can be established and used to match surfaces independent of the transformation between surfaces. Taken together, the points, normals and associated images make up our surface representation. Fig. 1 shows the components of our surface matching representation.
Representing surfaces using a dense collection of points is feasible because many 3D sensors and sensing algorithms return a dense sampling of surface shape. Furthermore, from sensor geometry and scanning patterns, the adjacency on the surface of sensed 3D points can be established. Using adjacency and position of sensed 3D points surface normal can be computed. We use a polygonal surface mesh to combine information about the position of 3D surface points and the adjacency of points on the surface. In a surface mesh, the vertices of the surface mesh correspond to 3D surface points, and the edges between vertices convey adjacency. Given enough points, any object can be represented by points sensed on the object surface, so surface meshes can represent objects of general shape. Surface meshes can be generated from different types of sensors and do not generally contain sensor-specific information; they are sensor-independent representations. The use of surface mesh as representations for 3D shapes has been avoided in the past due to computational concerns. However, our research and the findings of other researchers have shown that processing power has reached a level where computations using surface meshes are now feasible [2], [26] .
Our approach to surface matching is based on matching individual surface points in order to match complete surfaces. Two surfaces are said to be similar when the images from many points on the surfaces are similar. By matching points, we are breaking the problem of surface matching into many smaller localized problems. Consequently, matching points provides a method for handling clutter and occlusion in surface matching without first segmenting the scene; clutter points on one surface will not have matching points on the other, and occluded points on one surface will not be searched for on the other. If many points between the two surfaces match then the surfaces can be matched. The main difficulty with matching surfaces in this way is describing surface points so that they can be differentiated from one another, while still allowing point matching in scenes containing clutter, occlusion and 3D surface noise.
To differentiate among points, we construct 2D images associated with each point. These images are created by constructing a local basis at an oriented point (3D point with surface normal) on the surface of an object. As in geometric hashing [18] , the positions with respect to the basis of other points on the surface of the object can then be described by two parameters. By accumulating these parameters in a 2D histogram, a descriptive image associated with the oriented point is created. Because the image encodes the coordinates of points on the surface of an object with respect to the local basis, it is a local description of the global shape of the object and is invariant to rigid transformations. Since 3D points are described by images, we can apply powerful techniques from 2D template matching and pattern classification to the problem of surface matching.
The idea of matching points to match surfaces is not a novel concept. Stein and Medioni [24] recognize 3D objects by matching points using structural indexing and their "splash" representation. Similarly, Chua and Jarvis match Fig. 1 . Components of our surface representation. A surface described by a polygonal surface mesh can be represented for matching as a set of (a) 3D points and surface normals and (b) spin images.
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IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, VOL. 21, NO. 5, MAY 1999 data, generating object-centered coordinate systems in the cluttered scenes is difficult. The usual method for dealing with clutter is to segment the scene into object and nonobject components [1], [7] ; naturally, this is difficult if the position of the object is unknown. An alternative to segmentation is to construct object-centered coordinate systems using local features detected in the scene [9] , [18] ; here again there is the problem of differentiating object features from non-object features. Another difficulty occurs because surface data often has missing components, i.e., occlusions. Occlusions will alter global properties of the surfaces and therefore, will complicate construction of object-centered coordinate systems. Consequently, if an object centered surface matching representation is to be used to recognize objects in real scenes, it must be robust to clutter and occlusion. Object representations should also enable efficient matching of surfaces from multiple models, so that recognition occurs in a timely fashion. Furthermore, the representation should be efficient in storage (i.e., compact), so that many models can be stored in the model library. Without efficiency, a recognition system will not be able to recognize the multitude of objects in the real world.
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Representing surfaces using a dense collection of points is feasible because many 3D sensors and sensing algorithms return a dense sampling of surface shape. Furthermore, from sensor geometry and scanning patterns, the adjacency on the surface of sensed 3D points can be established. Using adjacency and position of sensed 3D points surface normal can be computed. We use a polygonal surface mesh to combine information about the position of 3D surface points and the adjacency of points on the surface. In a surface mesh, the vertices of the surface mesh correspond to 3D surface points, and the edges between vertices convey adjacency. Given enough points, any object can be represented by points sensed on the object surface, so surface meshes can represent objects of general shape. Surface meshes can be generated from different types of sensors and do not generally contain sensor-specific information; they are sensor-independent representations. The use of surface mesh as representations for 3D shapes has been avoided in the past due to computational concerns. However, our research and the findings of other researchers have shown that processing power has reached a level where computations using surface meshes are now feasible [2] , [26] .
The idea of matching points to match surfaces is not a novel concept. Stein and Medioni [24] recognize 3D objects by matching points using structural indexing and their "splash" representation. Similarly, Chua and Jarvis match Sampling logarithmically makes the descriptor more robust to distortions in shape with distance from the basis point. Bins closer to the center are smaller in all three spherical dimensions, so we use a minimum radius (r min > 0) to avoid being overly sensitive to small differences in shape very close to the center. The Θ and Φ divisions are evenly spaced along the 180
• and 360
• elevation and azimuth ranges.
Bin(j, k, l) accumulates a weighted count w(p i ) for each point p i whose spherical coordinates relative to p fall within the radius interval [R j , R j+1 ), azimuth interval [Φ k , Φ k+1 ) and elevation interval [Θ l , Θ l+1 ). The contribution to the bin count for point p i is given by w(p i ) = 1
where V (j, k, l) is the volume of the bin and ρ i is the local point density around the bin. Normalizing by the bin volume compensates for the large variation in bin sizes with radius and elevation. We found empirically that using the cube root of the volume retains significant discriminative power while leaving the descriptor robust to noise which causes points to cross over bin boundaries. The local point density ρ i is estimated as the count of points in a sphere of radius δ around p i . This normalization accounts for variations in sampling density due to the angle of the surface or distance to the scanner. We have a degree of freedom in the azimuth direction that we must remove in order to compare shape contexts calculated in different coordinate systems. To account for this, we choose some direction to be Φ 0 in an initial shape context, and then rotate the shape context about its north pole into L positions, such that each Φ l division is located at the original 0
• position in one of the rotations. For descriptor data sets derived from our reference scans, L rotations for each basis point are included, whereas in the query data sets, we include only one position per basis point.
Harmonic Shape Contexts
To compute harmonic shape contexts, we begin with the histogram described above for 3D shape contexts, but we use the bin values as samples to calculate a spherical harmonic transformation for the shells and discard the original histogram. The descriptor is a vector of the amplitudes of the transformation, which are rotationally invariant in the azimuth direction, thus removing the degree of freedom.
Any real function f (θ, φ) can be expressed as a sum of complex spherical harmonic basis functions Y 
